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For 30 years, Avant has insisted on working
with the leading furniture manufacturers
across the industry, ensuring we provide
our clients with top quality craftsmanship.
Our reputation is founded on working
with the best of the best – furniture solutions
that deliver expert design, high quality
production and trusted delivery.

Within this brochure you’ll find a handpicked selection of some
of the solutions we have sourced and fitted for our clients.

We have extensive experience of furnishing solutions including:

DESKING – meeting room tables, shared and individual desks

WORKSTATIONS – pods

CHAIRS – stools, sofas, soft seating and ergonomic desk chairs

STORAGE – shelving, bookcases and filing cabinets

From offices to canteens, meeting rooms to reception areas,
coffee areas to breakout social spaces - Avant will find the pieces
that meet your need.
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Our complete Product Compendium is available for you as a PDF or hard copy 
brochure. To request your copy, please contact us at info@avantcontracts.com



Simple, practical yet thoughtfully designed workspace solutions, 
offering a range of shapes, sizes and technology-focused options

DESKING
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Dynamic configurations that are easy to install
and maximise space for individual or shared workspace

WORKSTATIONS
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A dazzling array of contoured, ergonomic, comfortable and stylish 
seating options to suit any environment, office style or need

CHAIRS
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STORAGE

Flexibility in finishes and sizes to support traditional storage needs, 
as well as creating division of office space and personal privacy
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CONTRACT FURNISHINGS

Contact us

avantcontracts.com

01737 550045

info@avantcontracts.com

46 Holmethorpe Avenue, 
Redhill, Surrey, RH1 2NL

Since 1990, Avant Contract Furnishings has been meeting the 
needs of tomorrow’s workforce. Our clients are left with an “above 
and beyond” feeling of satisfaction as we transform their office into 
an agile work space that their customers can’t help but love.

We believe that purchasing furniture is an emotional decision 
- even for the office. Time, care and consideration are taken at 
every step to ensure the right lines, colours, contrasts and look 
are obtained that reflect a client’s personality and requirements. 

The long term business relationships we have built with our clients 
is a reflection, we believe, of our commitment to the highest 
standards and a proven track record of consistent delivery. 
Nothing is too much trouble.

Our range of services include:

Office furniture solutions - sourcing and purchasing

Interior design and planning

Fit out

Move management

Storage facilities

We would welcome the chance to have a chat and understand 
how we can help you evolve your office environment.


